
Imagine 
That you had a savvy business partner who was available 24/7 
and could find the answers to the most challenging issues… 

That business partner is you!  
Our 6 session Hypnosis Mind 
Training helps you to remove 
the hidden blocks and false 
beliefs you have about your 
own success, and turning your 
deep inner mind into your 
greatest business partner.  
Removing the false beliefs 
and blocks creates a powerful 
creative mind set which can 

be programmed to assist you into moving into the life of your dreams. Tap 
into your powerful intuitive subconscious to remove negative, small, limited 
thinking and create a powerful positive state in which you can easily move 
through your world with confidence!  
This program is not a one size fits all approach, but is carefully crafted 
through exploring your personal beliefs and current mindset to find what is 
not working for you and why.  
Individual client centered Hypnotherapy has helped many people move 
through their own blocks and false beliefs and it can help you too! 

Move forward 
with 

confidence! 

Success 
Programming 

Hypnosis 

was one of the 
best things I ever 

did for myself, and 
that is why I am 

offering it to you. 

 As both client and 
Hypnotherapist, I 
KNOW this works! 

Professional 
Athletes have 

used Hypnosis for 
years to focus and 

get in the zone.  

I utilize these  
same techniques 
and many more in 

your 6 session 
Success 

Programming. 

BENEFITS 
One on one program 

individualized for your 
specific needs.

1
CONVENIENCE 

We work around your 
busy schedule.

2
RESULTS 

Studies show a 93% 
success rate after 6 

sessions.

3

Success Programming 
through Hypnosis by Gloria Danvers Hypnosis



* Learn to identify and release the blockages and self limiting 
beliefs that have held you back for so long. Hypnotic Mind 
training will allow the new ideas and new ways of thinking about 
yourself and success to integrate naturally and easily into your 
subconscious mind. 

* Use the skills you acquire in Hypnosis to create new ideas and 
clarity to building your successful life and business. We will also 
train your deep inner mind to stay very clear and motivated 
about your path to success by bringing a laser like focus to your 
thought processes and ideas. We help you deeply internalize and 
understand that challenging times offer the greatest opportunities, and awaken the inner resources 
that you already possess to help you navigate them successfully. 

* Create a positive goal oriented mindset that will help eliminate procrastination and re-educate 
your subconscious mind to help you establish an order of importance in your every day work 
activities and will have you working faster and more efficiently than ever. 

* Construct a powerful vision of your future through Hypnosis that will have you taking all the steps 
and acting on your ideas and opportunities towards that future in a natural and unconscious way.  

* Develop and maintain a success mindset that will bring increased positivity in all areas of your life, 
personal as well as professional. 

* Reduce the stress of every day life by learning relaxation techniques that will help you get in and 
stay in “The Zone”. 

IN OUR SIX SESSION SUCCESS PROGRAMMING MIND TRAINING YOU WILL :

SUCCESS COMES FROM A SUCCESSFUL MINDSET 
This six session Hypnotherapy Training course is designed for real and 
lasting change in a very short period of time.  

I will thoroughly explore your history, habits, thoughts and beliefs to do 
the deep inner mind work that will be the most effective for you. Every 
client has different needs and so every course is personalized for your 
greatest change and growth. 

I am happy to accommodate your work schedule, and do video as well as in office sessions. When you 
need your car worked on,  you go to a mechanic, when you are sick, you go to the doctor…so when you 
need to think out of the box and get it a different way of living your life, come see a Hypnotherapist. 
 It’s life changing!



Gloria Danvers Hypnosis  

1414 Gay rd. ste. 205 Winter Park, Fl. 32789 

For more information call or text : 321 240 6300 or email me at :    
gdanvers@gloriadanvershypnosis.com  

gloriadanvershypnosis.com 

FAQ~ 
* All sessions are given 2 hours. Please plan for that when you book your time. 

* Sessions may be booked once a week, or once every 2 weeks, but should be considered and 
scheduled as time sensitive training without going too long between sessions.  

* Your first session will be recorded as an MP3 and your results will greatly increase by your use of 
the MP3 as a training tool to increase the effectiveness of the hypnosis. 

* We will move at the pace that is the best for you, there is no stress involved. It’s not a race. 

* Your last session will also be recorded so the new recording will reinforce all the previous work and 
can be used to enhance the results of your programming. 

* The Success Programming Hypnosis Mind Training package is $750.00 payable at the time of 
booking. It is non-refundable and non-transferable. 

* Additional sessions and packages are available. 

* Free consultations are always available 

* Additional recordings available upon request 

* Outcome of services rendered can vary on individual basis and no guarantees can be provided in 
regards to hypnotherapy.  
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